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Beat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!There is a spiritual battle going

on, and prayer warrior and intercessor Cindy Trimm has given you a manual to wage effective

warfare. The Rules of Engagement helps you recognize the spirits that operate in the kingdom of

darkness and gives you declarations for engaging them armed with Godâ€™s power and authority.
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Firstly, let me begin by stating that anything by Dr. Cindy Trimm is always amazing, she is one of

the most articulate speakers and writers in the nations today. This book is a culmination of the three

previous volumes on the rules of engagements as well an extensive and exorbitant amount of

advice and wisdom concerning the Kingdom of God, The Kingdom of Darkness and prayer and

spiritual warfare.If you have all of the other books, you NEED this one (in it she provides alot of

information not contained within the other volumes (though they also contain alot of revelation)If you

do not understand prayer and spiritual warfare then THIS IS THE BOOK for you. Within the pages

of this book, Dr. Trimm will teach and train you to become a warrior and an indomitable force in

prayer and spiritual warfare (I can testify that this is what happened to me)GET THIS BOOK, it is an

EXCELLENT addition to your prayer arsenalelexio :)

This book teaches you who you are and how to use your God given authority. It list ungodly

behaviors and prayers that will stop Satan and his followers. If you are filled with the Holy Ghost



please get this book.

The Rules of Engagement"Rules of Engagement..." (September, 2008 edition) by Cindy Trimm was

inspiring, informative, and beautifully written!!! Within days of reading and following her

easy-to-follow directives, I began to experience positive ...rewarding changes in my financial

life...my personal life...personal relationships and more! New personal potentials were

discovered/realized...my physical/emotional energies revitalized! New and creative designs/ideas

came into being! Positive outlook on my educational goals and plans re-energized/re-established!

Now more spiritually-directed ...focused... enthusiastic...inspired...!!!!!!! I SO enjoyed reading her

book that I ordered TWELVE(12) more copies to give to family members ...friends...and a former

pastor who is the midst of establishing a new church!!! I also ordered Cindy Trimm's "Commanding

Your Morning" on the recommendation of a family member who stated..."I LOVE 'Commanding Your

Morning' "!!!

This handbook is a 'must' for those who seek to receive deliverance from evil forces in the world.

One is given the steps to releasing the power to fight evil. The prayers are well-versed. I would only

recommend this book to mature Christians who have made their peace with the Lord.

This is a powerful book. If you want to increase your prayer life, learn how to take charge, do battle

in the spiritual real, then this book is for you. I've read this book three years ago, and it has changed

my life. This book if for those who seek a deeper walk and understanding of who they are in Christ. I

have brought several copies of this book to give to my friends and once they began reading it, the

would call me back and say WOW, I didn't know that I could pray like this, a boldness rose up in me.

thanks sis.

The Rules of Engagement - 'Look and live'In my journey with the Lord, I have found this book to be

an invaluable 'tool' for identifying whatever spirit is manifesting itself at any point in time.The wealth

of information contained in this work is key in knowing how to utilise the right weapon at the correct

time for successful conquest. Weapons you never dreamed of are being used against you every

day to bring you down to an all time low. But when you are able to recognise both the spirit and its

intent, you are able to bring Satan down to the sides of the pit.You can be encouraged in the fact

that just as Moses was able to `counter' Pharoah, so too, you can counter Satan, since every lie has

a parallel that is truth.Because people perish for lack of knowledge, the wealth gained from this



treatise is beneficial both for one's survival and quality of life. This `tool' prepares you for battle by

equipping you with the strategies and know-how's necessary to win and come out on top - `when

the dust settles we win!'It is my strong conviction that this tool should be used over and over again,

until you become versed in recognising the tactics of the enemy. With the help of God in being alert

and sensitive in the Holy Ghost, you become sharpened and quickened in the olfactory - to sniff-out

the enemy in all facets of life, and to act appropriately with a counter weapon.I am convinced that a

tool such as this - with strategy as its intent and love as its motive has to have been conceived in

and birthed from the womb of one whose passionate love for human kind is clearly within its pages.

Claire Rogers

I had long-standing, career, personal and financial issues. I prayed about them for many years and

never seen results. In fact, one specific issue became a cycle. A christian friend told me about "The

rules of engagement". I read through the whole book in a weekend. I began doing the prayers

faithfully everyday. Let me give an example of one change that happened. I work in a hostile

environment, one of my co-worker's commented on how calm our "difficult" boss was for the last few

weeks. Please! read the book.

This book is a TREMENDOUS WEAPON for your SPIRITUAL ARTILLERY. It give great instructions

and illustrations for arming yourself for strategic spiritual warfare.
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